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Abstract

The performance of automatic speech summarisation has been im-
proved in previous experiments by using linguistic model adap-
tation. One of the problems encountered was the high computa-
tional cost and low efficiency of the development phase. In this
paper we compare our original development approach of evaluat-
ing summaries produced by an exhaustive search over all param-
eters with a much faster development method using an expecta-
tion maximization algorithm that minimizes perplexity in order to
find the optimal combination of linguistic models for the speech
summarisation task. Perplexity proves to be sufficiently correlated
to the objective evaluation metrics used in the summarisation lit-
erature that it can be used in this fashion. For a much reduced
computational cost (approximately 500 times faster), final relative
improvements are very similar to those previously obtained, rang-
ing from 1.5% to 21.3% on all investigated metrics for summaries
made from automatic speech recogniser transcriptions.
Index Terms: Speech summarization, language modeling, per-
plexity, class models, adaptation, ROUGE, SumACCY.

1. Introduction
Text summarisation continues to receive increasing attention from
the language processing community [1], and more recently this in-
terest has been extended to speech summarisation [2]. However
it is still very difficult to obtain good quality summaries, espe-
cially in the case of spontaneous speech, which is characterised
by disfluencies, repetitions, repairs, and fillers. All of this makes
speech recognition and consequently speech summarisation even
more difficult than summarisation of speech read from text [3].

In a previous study [4], linguistic model (LiM) adaptation us-
ing different types of word models was shown to be useful in order
to improve summary quality. This work has since been extended
by investigating class models [5], which further improved perfor-
mance. However the development process that was used previ-
ously was an exhaustive-search approach, that required substantial
computation time and restricted the range of parameters that could
be investigated. Moreover, this process was far from effective,
as analysis of the results showed that the set of parameters deter-
mined by the development set for the test set was far from being
optimal. In this paper we investigate another way of determin-
ing optimal LiM interpolation weights to perform LiM adaptation
without having to build large numbers of summaries for different
parameter combinations during the development phase.

A common metric used to evaluate the quality of language
models used in speech recognition is perplexity, and in this study
we use an expectation maximization (EM) algorithm to determine
LiM interpolation weights that minimize the perplexity on the text
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ummaries in the development set. If the perplexity of LiMs
to generate automatic summaries is highly correlated with

uation metrics used in the summarisation literature, this would
ide a faster and smoother development, permitting more fine-

ned parameter optimisation and making it easier to combine a
ter number of different LiMs.

2. Summarisation method
summarisation system used in this paper is basically the same

he one described in [2]. It involves a two step summarisa-
process, consisting of sentence extraction and sentence com-
ion. In practice, only the sentence extraction step was used
is paper, as preliminary experiments showed that compaction
little impact on results for the data used in this study. Impor-
sentences are extracted according to the following score for
sentence , obtained from the automatic

ch recognition output (ASR):

(1)

re is the number of words in the sentence , and ,
and are the confidence score, the significance score

the linguistic score of word , respectively. , and
the respective weighting factors of those scores, determined
rimentally.
For each word from the ASR transcription, a logarithmic value
s posterior probability, the ratio of a word hypothesis proba-
y to that of all other hypotheses, is calculated using a word
h obtained from the speech recogniser and used as a confi-
e score.
For the significance score, the frequencies of occurrence of

words were found using the WSJ and the Brown corpora.
ortant keywords receive a higher weight and common words
lated to the gist of the talk are effectively de-weighted by this
e.
In the experiments in this paper we modified the linguistic
ponent to use combinations of different linguistic models.The
uistic component gives the linguistic likelihood of word strings
e sentence. Starting with a baseline trigram LiM (LiM )
erform LiM adaptation by linearly interpolating the baseline
el with other component models trained on different data. The
ability of a given n-gram sequence then becomes:

(2)

re and and are the weight and the probabil-
ssigned by model .
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Figure 1: Word network made by merging manual summarisation
results.

In the case of a two-sided class-based model,

(3)

where is the probability of the word belong-
ing to a given class , and the
probability of a certain word class to appear after a history
of word classes, .

Different types of component LiM are built either as word or
class models, coming from different sources of data, and either as
unigram, bi-gram or trigram models. The LiM and component
LiMs are then combined for adaptation using linear interpolation
as in Equation (2). The linguistic score is then computed using this
modified probability as in Equation (4):

(4)

3. Evaluation criteria
Two objective measures of summary quality are used in this paper,
summarisation accuracy (SumACCY) and ROUGE.

3.1. Summarisation Accuracy

To automatically evaluate the summarised speeches, correctly
transcribed talks were manually summarised, and used as the cor-
rect targets for evaluation. Variations of manual summarisation re-
sults are merged into a word network as shown in Figure 1, which
is considered to approximately express all possible correct sum-
marisations covering subjective variations. The word accuracy of
automatic summarisation is calculated as the summarisation accu-
racy using the word network [6]:

(5)

where is the number of substitution errors, is the number
of insertion errors, is the number of deletion errors, and is
the number of words in the most similar word string in the network.

3.2. ROUGE

The version 1.5.5 of the ROUGE scoring algorithm [7] is also
used to corroborate results. ROUGE F-measure scores are given
for ROUGE-2 (bigram) and ROUGE-SU4 (skip-bigram), using the
model average (average score across all target summaries) metric.

4. Experimental Setup
4.1. The TED Data

Experiments were performed on spontaneous speech, using 9 talks
taken from the Translanguage English Database (TED) corpus
[8, 9], each transcribed and manually summarised by nine different
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ans for both 10% and 30% summarization ratios. ASR tran-
tions were obtained for each talk, with an average word error
of 33.3%. The latter were produced using the Janus Recogni-
Toolkit (JRTk) with an acoustic model trained on 300 hours
roadcast News (BN) data merged with the close talking chan-
f meeting corpora [10]. The acoustic model used 42 features

consisted of 300k gaussians with diagonal covariances organ-
in 24k distributions over 6k codebooks. The language model
) used for the speech recogniser was generated by interpo-
g a word 3-gram and a class-based 5-gram LM each trained
N data (160M words) and the proceedings corpus described
e, and a 3-gram LM based on talks (60k words) by the TED
tation speakers. The overall OOV rate is 0.3% with a vocabu-
size of 25000 words including multi-words and pronunciation

ants.

The Linguistic Models

rpus consisting of around ten years of conference proceedings
8M words) on the subject of speech and signal processing is

to generate the LiM and a thousand word classes using the
tering algorithm in [11]. In these experiments the class models

built using a fixed number of a thousand classes so as not
dd an extra variable to the problem, but ideally this number
ld also be optimised.
Different types of component LiM are built either as word or
s models, coming from two different sources of data. The

and component LiMs are then combined for adaptation us-
inear interpolation as in Equation (2). The first type of compo-
linguistic models are built on the small corpus of hand-made

maries described above, made for the same summarisation ra-
s the one we are generating. For each talk the hand-made sum-
ies of the other eight talks (i.e. 72 summaries) were used as the
training corpus. This type of LiM is expected to help generate

matic summaries in the same style as those made manually.
The second type of component linguistic models are built from
papers in the conference proceedings for the talk we want to
marise. This type of LiM, used for topic adaptation, is inves-
ed because key words and important sentences that appear in
ssociated paper are expected to have a high information value
should be selected during the summarisation process.
Three sets of experiments were made: in the first experiment
rred to as Word), LiM and both component models are word
els. For the second one (Class), both LiM and the compo-
models are class models built using exactly the same data as
ord models. For the third experiment (Mixed), the LiM and

omponent models are interpolations of class and word models
t on the same data as above.

Parameter Selection

ptimise use of the available data, a rotating form of cross-
ation [12] is used: all talks but one are used for development,
emaining talk being used for testing.
Summaries from the development talks are generated auto-
cally by the system using different sets of parameters and the

. These summaries are evaluated and the set of parameters
h maximizes the development score for the LiM is selected
he remaining talk. The purpose of this phase is to choose the
t effective combination of weights , and . The sum-
y generated for each talk using its set of optimised parameters
en evaluated using the same metric, which gives us our base-
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line for this talk.
In order to determine the optimal set of LiM interpolation

weights to be used for LiM adaptation, we compare the method
previously used in [4, 5] (Exhaustive Adaptation) to a new method
that uses an EM algorithm to minimize perplexity (PP Adaptation)
on the human summaries in the development set. The previous
method involved generating summaries for the lectures in the de-
velopment set for different LiM interpolation weights . Values
between 0 and 1 in steps of 0.1, were investigated for the latter (for
a total of 66 combinations per talk in the case where the LiM is
combined with two component models). The set of that max-
imized the average score (obtained using SumACCY or ROUGE)
over the eight development talks was then selected.

In this study, for each talk of the development set we evaluate
seperately the perplexity of each LiM (LiM and the component
LiMs) with respect to the concatenated human made summaries
of that talk for the appropriate summarisation ratio (9 summaries).
Using an EM algorithm we determine the set of for those LiMs
that minimizes the perplexity of the adapted model with respect
to the human summaries made for that talk. Combining the results
from the eight development talks we select an optimal set of for
the remaining test talk. This process is approximately 500 times
faster (assuming 1 CPU) than the previous one since it does not
require the creation and evaluation of summaries (66 summaries
created per development talk, for a total of 528 summaries).

Using these interpolation weights, as well as the set of param-
eters determined for the baseline, we generate a summary of the
test talk, which is evaluated using the same metric as the one that
is used during the development phase (i.e. SumACCY, ROUGE-2,
ROUGE-SU4), giving us our final adapted result for this talk. Av-
eraging those results over the test set (i.e. all talks) gives us our
final adapted result.

This process is repeated for all evaluation metrics, and all three
experiments (Word, Class, and Mixed).

Lower bound results are given by random summarisation
(Random) i.e. randomly extracting sentences and words, without
use of the scores present in Equation (1) for appropriate summari-
sation ratios.

5. Results
5.1. Human Transcription Results

Initial experiments were made on the human transcriptions (TRS),
and results are given in Table 1. Exhaustive Adaptation results, as
stated in [5], show that summarisation performance is improved
by performing LiM adaptation, the best improvements obtained
when using class models. PP Adaptation yields very similar re-
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, in some cases a little better, others a little lower, with relative
rovements compared to the Exhaustive Adaptation approach
ing from -2.1% to +4.9% over all metrics. In all cases, sum-
isation performance is improved by LiM adaptation, with rela-
improvements over the baseline ranging from 1.0% to 15.1%.

Automatic Speech Recognition Results

results for each experiment are given in Table 2 for appropri-
ummarisation ratios. Results do not show significant improve-
ts over the baseline by performing linguistic adaptation using
d models, especially for the 10% summarisation ratio. Lin-
tic adaptation using class models, however, improves the per-
ance for both Exhaustive and PP Adaptation in a similar way,
relative differences between the two development methods

ing from -4.6% to 7.8%. In all cases, improvements in terms
umACCY and ROUGE metrics using PP Adaptation with class
els are observed, ranging from 1.5% to 21.3% relative increase
the baseline.

Correlation

each talk, summarisation ratio and evaluation metric, we also
puted the correlation factor between the perplexities of the 66
uistic models used during the Exhaustive Adaption develop-
t phase with the evaluation results of the automatically gen-
ed summaries made using those models. Average correlation
ors over the nine talks are given in tables 3 and 4, for the Word
Class experiments, respectively. The negative correlation fac-
come from the nature of the correlation: the lower the perplex-
f a given LiM, the higher the score a summary made using
LiM recieves. Results show that the perplexity of class mod-
ave a much higher correlation factor (in absolute value) with

evaluation metrics used in this study than word models. Cor-
tion between perplexity and evaluation metrics is also stronger
he 30% summarisation ratio than for the 10% summarisation
.

SumACCY ROUGE-2 ROUGE-SU4
TRS 10% -0.102 -0.108 -0.210

30% -0.170 -0.291 -0.268
ASR 10% -0.341 -0.212 -0.213

30% -0.409 -0.416 -0.377

e 3: Correlation between word model perplexity and evalua-
metrics.
Baseline Exhaustive Adaptation PP Adaptation
SumACCY R-2 R-SU4 SumACCY R-2 R-SU4 SumACCY R-2 R-SU4

10% Random 34.4 0.104 0.142 - - - - - -
Word 63.1 0.186 0.227 67.8 0.193 0.228 67.4 0.196 0.232
Class 65.1 0.195 0.226 72.6 0.210 0.234 72.9 0.217 0.242
Mixed 63.6 0.186 0.218 71.8 0.211 0.231 70.3 0.214 0.240

30% Random 71.2 0.294 0.331 - - - - - -
Word 81.6 0.365 0.395 83.3 0.365 0.392 82.5 0.369 0.399
Class 83.1 0.374 0.407 92.9 0.415 0.442 93.5 0.422 0.449
Mixed 83.1 0.374 0.407 92.9 0.415 0.442 91.3 0.409 0.448

Table 1: TRS baseline and adapted results.
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SumACCY ROUGE-2 ROUGE-SU4
TRS 10% -0.579 -0.577 -0.582

30% -0.600 -0.591 -0.597
ASR 10% -0.358 -0.255 -0.226

30% -0.617 -0.654 -0.593

Table 4: Correlation between class model perplexity and evalua-
tion metrics.

6. Discussion
Improvements obtained by performing LiM adaptation using the
perplexity-based development method are very similar to improve-
ments obtained using the exhaustive-search approach, especially in
the case of adaptation using class models, which perform much
better than word models. The use of perplexity as a linguistic
model evaluation metric is adapted to this task, yielding similar
results while saving a lot of computation, and making the com-
bination of a much larger number of component LiMs possible.
The fact that the perplexity of class models is more highly corre-
lated to the evaluation metrics used in this paper than word models
explains why PP adaptation performs even better than Exhaustive
Adaptation on experiments involving class models. A possible ex-
planation for the higher correlation factors of the class models is
that the data we are using to perform adaptation is very sparse
in addition to being transcribed from spontaneous speech. This
makes it difficult to obtain reliable estimates of word n-gram prob-
abilities, whereas class models are more robust in such cases. This
probably also explains why higher correlation factors are observed
for the 30% summarisation ratio, since there is more data than for
the 10% case. However we still expected combinations of word
and class models to perform significantly better than class models
alone. Even though the reductions in perplexity for each talk are
greater for the Mixed case than for the Class one, the summary
improvements are not much better, and sometimes worse, which
shows that even though PP Adaptation is efficient for this task, it
is still not perfect.

7. Conclusions
In this paper we investigated a perplexity-based development
method to improve linguistic model adaptation using different
sources of data for a speech summarisation system. Perplexity was
found to be highly correlated to objective evaluation metrics used
in the summarisation literature in the case of class models, which
yield the best results in this task, with relative improvements rang-
ing form 1.5% to 21.3%. Results are only very slightly improved,
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the computation time saved is a significant advantage of the
oach.
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Baseline Exhaustive Adaptation PP Adaptation
SumACCY R-2 R-SU4 SumACCY R-2 R-SU4 SumACCY R-2 R-SU4

10% Random 33.9 0.095 0.140 - - - - - -
Word 48.6 0.143 0.182 49.8 0.129 0.173 47.5 0.139 0.177
Class 50.0 0.133 0.170 55.1 0.156 0.193 57.3 0.159 0.194
Mixed 48.5 0.134 0.176 56.2 0.142 0.191 53.6 0.145 0.185

30% Random 56.1 0.230 0.283 - - - - - -
Word 66.7 0.265 0.314 68.7 0.271 0.328 65.7 0.275 0.325
Class 66.1 0.277 0.324 71.1 0.300 0.348 72.2 0.297 0.347
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Table 2: ASR baseline and adapted results.
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